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Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1) by Madeleine Urban



››› Get audio book. ‹‹‹ Original Title: Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1) ISBN: ISBN13: Autor: Madeleine Urban/Abigail Roux (Goodreads Author)/ Sawyer Allerde (Narrator) Rating: 4.4 of 5 stars (1922) counts Original Format: Audible Audio, 14 pages Download Format: PDF, DJVU, iBook, MP3. Published: June 7th 2010 / by Hudson Audio Publishing / (first published September 1st 2008) Language: English Genre(s): Romance >M M Romance- 1,199 users Romance- 459 users Mystery- 403 users Contemporary- 257 users Mystery >Crime- 193 users Suspense- 154 users Glbt- 152 users Romance >Romantic Suspense- 134 users Glbt >Gay- 128 users Thriller- 122 users



Description: 13 hrs 53 mins A series of murders in New York City has stymied the police and FBI alike, and they suspect the culprit is a single killer sending an indecipherable message. But when the two federal agents



assigned to the investigation are taken out, the FBI takes a more personal interest in the case. Special Agent Ty Grady is pulled out of undercover work after his case blows up in his face. He's cocky, abrasive, and indisputably the best at what he does. But when he's paired with Special Agent Zane Garrett, it's hate at first sight. Garrett is the perfect image of an agent: serious, sober, and focused, which makes their partnership a classic cliché: total opposites, good cop-bad cop, the odd couple. They both know immediately that their partnership will pose more of an obstacle than the lack of evidence left by the murderer. Practically before their special assignment starts, the murderer strikes again - this time at them. Now on the run, trying to track down a man who has focused on killing his pursuers, Grady and Garrett will have to figure out how to work together before they become two more notches in the murderer's knife.



About Author:



Madeleine Urban is a down-home Kentucky girl who’s been writing since she could hold a crayon. Although she has written and published on her own, she truly excels when writing with co-authors. She lives with her husband, who is very supportive of her work, and two canine kids who only allow her to hug them when she has food. She wants to live at Disney World, the home of fairy dust, because she believes that with hard work, a little luck, and beloved family and friends, dreams really can come true. Visit Madeleine's blog at . You can contact her at [email protected]. Listen to Madeleine interviewed by Peter Godbold on the Strictly Confidential Radio Show MADELEINE URBAN RETIRED Nov. 17, 2011 - I have made the personal decision to stop writing, for reasons that are important to me, including focusing on my family and my health. Writing and publishing comes with a whole set of expectations and pressures, and I find that it's just too much. While I am sad that this will upset



and/or even anger readers, this is the right decision for me. Abigail Roux will be continuing the Ty and Zane series, and I know she'll do a great job.



Other Editions:



- Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1)



- Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1)



- Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1)



- Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1)



- Cut & Run (Cut & Run, #1)



Books By Author:



- Caught Running



- Warrior's Cross



- Love Ahead: Please Excuse Our Mess



- Fish & Chips (Cut & Run, #3)



- Sticks & Stones (Cut & Run, #2)



Books In The Series:



- Sticks & Stones (Cut & Run, #2)



- Fish & Chips (Cut & Run, #3)



- Divide & Conquer (Cut & Run, #4)



- Armed & Dangerous (Cut & Run, #5)



- Stars & Stripes (Cut & Run, #6)



- Touch & Geaux (Cut & Run, #7)



- Ball & Chain (Cut & Run, #8)



- Crash & Burn (Cut & Run, #9)



Related Books On Our Site:



- Breaking Cover (Life Lessons, #2)



- Warrior's Cross



- Camp Hell (PsyCop #5)



- The Dark Tide (The Adrien English Mysteries, #5)



- Shades of Gray



- Zero at the Bone (Zero at the Bone, #1)



- Mexican Heat (Crimes & Cocktails, #1)



- Long Time Gone (Hell or High Water, #2)



- Faith & Fidelity (Faith, Love, & Devotion, #1)



- Houseboat on the Nile (Spy vs. Spook, #1)



- Dark Soul Vol. 5 (Dark Soul, #5)



- Shattered Glass (Shattered Glass, #1)



Rewiews:



Mar 24, 2015 Blacky *Romance Addict* Rated it: it was amazing Shelves: favorites, read-m-m, he-is-mine, favorite-m-m, 5-stars-for-enjoyment, read-suspense, review, read-mee, read-2013, read-2012



This book has a false title! The real one is: Read & Become obsessed with Ty and Zane!



I just felt like I should warn anyone who's thinking of reading the book :)



Hello, I am a Ty and Zane addict. I have been an addict for 3 days now, and I'm trying not to cure myself. It's not very easy, considering I have only 5 books more to read, and then I'll go through withdrawal. I guess I'll have to do massive re-reads to keep my addiction. It's not something I'll want to get rid of



How my addiction



This book has a false title! The real one is: Read & Become obsessed with Ty and Zane!



I just felt like I should warn anyone who's thinking of reading the book :)



Hello, I am a Ty and Zane addict. I have been an addict for 3 days now, and I'm trying not to cure myself. It's not very easy, considering I have only 5 books more to read, and then I'll go through withdrawal. I guess I'll have to do massive re-reads to keep my addiction. It's not something I'll want to get rid of



How my addiction happened? Read the story of a journey of one woman, reading about two men falling in love. Try not to cry very much, and fan yourself when it gets too hot.



The story Ty and Zane are two FBI agents, forced to work together on a serial-killer case. They are complete opposites. Ty is rough, doesn't follow any rules and doesn't care about anything. Zane is a serious guy, trying to save his career and is looking forward to a promotion, instead he got Ty The instant they meet sparks fly all over. They have the most amazing chemistry! Even though they spent half of the book bickering and fighting, it was there all the same. While I'm mentioning the fighting - there was a scene when those two actually fought, as in kicking ass, and WOW even though the scene wasn't actually sexual, they were pretty much beating each other, it was SO HOT or maybe I'm just so bad Aaaanyway, back to the chemistry, it was building and building and then came the first kiss BAM! Supernova!



I haven't read many M/M sex scenes (yet ) but that one was HOOOOOT!



I won't go further than that with the story, it'll ruin the surprise when you get to it, but I'll just say that Ty and Zane are some of the best characters I've read. They are complex, with actuall problems and conflictions, dealing with addiction and PTSD, and their attraction



I just LOVE them



Why 4 stars? The story was kinda bad, not that bad but still it got on my nerves sometimes And the bad guy - I knew it from the beginning who it was, and was he just terrible



BUT, I'm continuing with the series (gotta keep my addiction, you understand), so I'm looking forward to better mysteries and plots :) And, of course, more TY and Zane



*pardon my emoticons, I'm addicted to them too*



*edit: I changed my rating from 4 to 5 stars after I listened to the audiobook. It was just THAT good!!!!!*



218 likes 203 comments



Blacky *Romance Addict* Haha ok I will take a look, thanks!



Aug 13, 2016 09:06PM



Aishwarya If you have just stumbled upon this book then your fate has given you your chance at enjoyment .... haha This book has been a gr8 companion with the ot If you have just stumbled upon this book then your fate has given you your chance at enjoyment .... haha This book has been a gr8 companion with the other 8 books following in the series. I am totally in love with Ty and Zayn. Not only does these series have gr8 heroes who are in crazy love with each other but also gr8 setup which literally takes you into the scene and the characters assisting the heroes are adorable. The storylines are gr8 and we'll researched and enchanting mysteries woven in each book. But the best part I love about any book is the villain in a suspence novel. And the villains in



these series are damn lovable. :-* So this review is for all the books in the series.... The authors has gotten a loyal reader in me. I love Julian Chester Nick Owen Kelly digger mara earl Harrison barnum bailey smith Wesson anna deuce Liam ... burns (most favourite).... Preston ( the best guy ever ) lorenzo and norini bianchi.... You find friends there, and you understand that no person has a black and white character but that everyone is shady including our badass heroes. Sorry , Beaumont Tyler and Zane Zachary .... but let's go for another VACATION ;-)



Nov 10, 2016 07:47PM
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